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The Good Guys Receive 20% Off a Bonelk Monitor Lightbar when purchased in the 

same transaction with any selected PC or Mac Computer Monitor 

Full Terms and Conditions  

 

 
  

HOW TO CLAIM 
 

1) To be eligible for the Bonus (“Bonus”) listed in the table below customers must: 

I. Select an eligible product as listed in the table below from any The Good Guys 

store or online, 

II. Pay the full ticket price for the product at point of purchase from Tuesday 20th 

September 2022 until Wednesday 5th October 2022 (“Promotion Period”) and 
III. Arrange delivery or take receipt of the goods when payment is made.  

 

 

Eligible Product Model  Bonus 

Purchase any: 
SAMSUNG (LC24F390FHEXXY) 23.5" Full HD LED Curved Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LC27F390FHEXXY) 27" Full HD LED Curved Monitor 
DELL (S2719H) 27" Full High Definition Infinity Display Monitor 
DELL (S2719DC) 27" FHD USB-C Ultrathin Monitor 
DELL (SE2417HGX) 24" FHD LED Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LC27T550FDEXXY) 27" Curved FHD Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LC32T550FDEXXY) 32" Curved FHD Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LU32R590CWEXXY) 32" Curved UHD Monitor 
LENOVO (66AEKAC1AU) 24" FHD Monitor 
LENOVO (66A6GAC1AU) 31.5" QHD Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LC34J791WTEXXY) 34" QLED Curved Monitor 
DELL (S2721HN) 27" FHD Monitor 
DELL (S2721HS) 27" FHD Monitor 
DELL (S2721DS) 27" QHD Monitor 
DELL (S2721QS) 27" 4K UHD Monitor 
LENOVO (66B8KAC6AU) 27 FHD Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LS32AM700UEXXY) 32" M7 UHD Smart Monitor 
DELL (C2722DE) 27" Video Conferencing Monitor  
SAMSUNG (LU28R550UQEXXY) 28" Flat UHD Monitor 
DELL (SE2422H) 24" FHD Monitor 
DELL (SE2722H) 27" FHD Monitor 
LENOVO (65FCGAC1AU) L27q-30 27" IPS QHD Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LS32AM500NEXXY) 32" FHD Smart Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LS32BM700UEXXY) 32" Flat UHD Smart Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LS43BM702UEXXY) 43" Smart Monitor 
LENOVO (66DEKAC2AU) 27" L27m-30 FHD Monitor 
DELL (S3220DGF) 32" Curved Gaming Monitor 
ACE (UM.HV0SA.P02) 27" FHD Nitro Gaming Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LC49RG90SSEXXY) 49" Curved QLED Gaming Monitor 
LENOVO (65EEGAC1AU) 27" Legion QHD Gaming Monitor 
DELL (S2421HGF) 24" FHD Gaming Monitor 
LENOVO (66C3GAC1AU) 27" G27q-20 QHD Gaming Monitor 
LENOVO (66C2GAC1AU) G27-20 27" FHD Gaming Monitor 
DELL (S2422HG) 24" FHD Curved Gaming Monitor 
DELL (S3222DGM) 32" QHD Curved Gaming Monitor 
ACER (UM.HX3SA.S02) Nitro XF273 S 27" FHD Gaming Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LS27AG500PEXXY) 27" Flat Odyssey G50 Gaming Monitor 
SAMSUNG (LS32AG504PEXXY) 32" Odyssey QHD Gaming Monitor 
LENOVO (66E8GAC2AU) 27" G27q-30 QHD Gaming Monitor 
APPLE (MK0U3X/A) Studio Display 27" Standard Glass Tilt-Adjustable Stand 
APPLE (MK0Q3X/A) Studio Display 27" Standard Glass Tilt- and Height-Adjustable Stand 
APPLE (MMYQ3X/A) Studio Display 27" Standard Glass VESA Mount Adapter (Stand not included) 
APPLE (MMYW3X/A) Studio Display 27" Nano-Texture Glass Tilt-Adjustable Stand 
APPLE (MMYV3X/A) Studio Display 27" Nano-Texture Glass Tilt- and Height-Adjustable Stand 
APPLE (MMYX3X/A) Studio Display 27" Nano-Texture Glass VESA Mount Adapter (Stand not included) 

 

Receive: 
20% Off Bonelk (ELK-66021-R) 

Monitor Lightbar 
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2) Bonus will be issued at point of sale in store. To receive the Bonus item if the product is 

purchased online and delivery or click & collect is selected, the Bonus item must also be 

added to cart for the Bonus item to be delivered/collected with the purchased item.   

 

3) Excludes purchases made on The Good Guys eBay store, over the phone and any 

commercial orders.   
 

4) Offer not valid in conjunction with any other The Good Guys offer. 

 

5) In instances where items are required to be placed on order by a participating store, 

full payment must be made during the Promotion Period to be eligible.  

 

6) Purchases made using interest free finance are eligible for this bonus offer. 
 

7) Promotion only open to Australian permanent residents aged 18 years or over who 

make a purchase for personal use only. Purchases for and in the name of trusts, 

companies, businesses, commercial, residential developers/developments and by 

builders, subcontractors, installers, resellers and JB Hi-Fi Group employees are not 

eligible.  

 

8) Multiple Claims are not permitted, only one Claim per household address and email 

address will be allowed. Only one Claim per docket and customer will be allowed. 

 

9) If there is a dispute as to the identity of a claimant, the claimant will be deemed to be 

the person in whose name the purchase tax invoice was issued. 

 

10) The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.  

 

11) If this Promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as 

reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the 

Promoter, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent 

permitted by law (a) to disqualify any claimant; or (b) subject to any written directions 

from a regulatory authority, to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the Promotion, as 

appropriate. 

 

12) Except for any liability that cannot be excluded by law, the Promoter (including its 

officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability (including negligence), for any 

personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct, 

indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of the Promotion, including, 

but not limited to, where arising out of the following: (a) any technical difficulties or 

equipment malfunction (whether or not under the Promoter’s control); (b) any theft, 

unauthorised access or third party interference; (c) any Claim or Bonus that is late, lost, 

altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt by the Promoter) 

due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter; (d) any tax liability 

incurred by a claimant; or (e) use of the Bonus.  

 

13) The Promoter’s privacy policy (available on The Good Guys’ website at: 

https://www.thegoodguys.com.au/privacy-policy) contains information about how The 

Promotor will handle your personal information, and other information required to be 

disclosed to you under the Privacy Act. You should read this policy before providing any 

personal information to The Promoter. The Promoter collects personal information in 

order to conduct the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such information to 

third parties, including, but not limited to, offer suppliers and as required, to Australian 

regulatory authorities; entry is conditional on providing this information. By supplying the 

Promoter with your personal information for this Promotion, you have given us permission 
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to communicate to you via mail, e-mail, SMS, MMS, Facebook, Twitter and telephone 

indefinitely to inform you about our products and services. If you wish to obtain a copy 

of our privacy policy, access the personal information we hold about you or if your 

personal information is inaccurate, incomplete, out dated or to unsubscribe, please 

contact our Privacy Officer either by email to privacy@thegoodguys.com.au or by post 

to The Good Guys, PO BOX 5190 South Melbourne VIC 3205 

 

14) Participation in this Promotion is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. 

By entering the Promotion, the participant consents to The Good Guys contacting them 

about promotional offers and exclusive content. 

 

15) The Promoter is The Good Guys Discount Warehouses (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN 48 004 880 

657) of 60 City Road, Southbank, 3006, Vic.  


